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33 X-ray spectr a fro m accretio n disk s 
illuminate dd by proton s 

B.B. Deufel, C.P. Dullemond, H.C. Spruit 

Abstract.. The X-ray spectrum from a cool accretion disk heated by viri -
alizedd protons is computed. The cool disk is either embedded in a mag-
neticallyy heated accretion disk corona or partly extends into an ion sup-
portedd torus (or ADAF). We calculate the stationary equilibrium between 
protonn heating, electron thermal conduction and the radiative losses by 
bremsstrahlungg and Compton scattering. A heated surface layer on top 
off  the accretion disk is produced with temperatures between 60-90 keV 
abovee a cool layer with temperatures of 0.01 keV (AGN) and IkeV (galac-
ticc BHC). The optical depth of this heated surface skin is of order unity 
forr galactic BHs and about a factor two smaller for disks around active 
galacticc nuclei. This model produces X-ray spectra with a hard power 
laww tail and a high energy cut-off at « 100 keV. Near the inner edge 
off  the disk, where the optical depth of the disk r < 1, we find that the 
cooll  component of the disk disappears. Instead the hot protons from the 
corona/ADAFF heat the disk to temperatures of several 100 keV within a 
dynamicall  time-scale. The production of electron-positron pairs in such 
diskss is important and limits the maximum attainable temperatures. We 
calll  these regions warm disks. They could be important for feeding ma-
teriall  into an ADAF. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee X-ray spectra of galactic black hole candidates (BH) and active galactic nuclei 
(AGN)) are remarkably similar, in spite of their large differences in mass and length 
scales.. The similarities of the observed spectra are evident in their power low shape 
off  energy index s « 1 in the medium X-ray range, and their high energy cut-off at 
EEcc « 200 keV. It is widely accepted that the power law spectra are produced by 
inversee Compton scattering of soft photons on hot thermal electrons (Shapiro et al. 
1976;; Sunyaev & Titarchuk 1980; Pozdnyakov et al. 1983). Such spectra depend on 
thee optical depth and the temperature of the Comptonizing region. In view of the 
similaritiess in the observed power laws these two parameters apparently vary only 
withinn narrow ranges for different sources. 
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33 X-ray spectra from accretion disks illuminated by protons 

Anotherr common feature evident in many of the observed spectra is the signa-
turee of a fluorescent Fe emission line and a Compton-reflection component. These 
twoo components provide a strong indication that the X-ray production region is very 
closee to cold matter in the central regions of BHs or AGNs (e.g. Ross & Fabian 
1993). . 

Thee classical accretion disk model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) can not explain the 
simultaneouss presence of cold and hot matter near a compact object. Another mode 
off  accretion was subsequently proposed by Shapiro et al. (1976). They showed that 
theree is an optically thin hot disk solution where the plasma is in a two-temperature 
state,, with the ions near their virial temperature in the inner region of the accretion 
disk.. This model could in principle account for the observed Comptonized spectra, 
butt the solution turned out to be thermally unstable. 

AA stable accretion branch, the so called advection dominated accretion disk 
(ADAF) ,, was found by Narayan & Yi (1994, 1995a,b). Such accretion flows were 
previouslyy called ion supported tori by Rees et al. (1982). In this model the accre-
tionn flow is optically thin and radiatively inefficient. Most of the viscously dissipated 
energyy is advected radially with the flow. The protons are near their virial tempera-
ture,, whereas the electrons are much cooler due to their strong interaction with the 
radiationn field and the low rate at which they can exchange energy with the protons 
viaa Coulomb interactions. The flow may in principle coexist with an optically thick, 
coldd accretion disk such that the cold disk partly extends into the hot torus. 

Anotherr possibility for the simultaneous presence of cold and hot matter are 
accretionn disk corona (ADC) models (e.g. Nakamura & Osaki 1993; Svensson & 
Zdziarskii  1994; Dove et al. 1997). In these models the cold accretion disk is em-
beddedd in a hot corona in a plane-parallel slab configuration. A large fraction of 
thee gravitational energy is assumed to be released in the corona by magnetic fields, 
althoughh the details of the coronal heating process are still unclear. The protons in 
thee corona are hot, whereas the the disk beneath is cool (kT ~ 1 keV), optically 
thick,, geometrically thin and gas pressure supported. 

Inn both the ADAF and the ADC models there must be an energy coupling 
betweenn the cold disk material and the hot tenuous plasma above. Traditionally this 
interactionn was seen in terms of an exchange of radiation (Haardt &; Maraschi 1991, 
1993).. Here we are interested in the energetic coupling via the exchange of matter. 
Wee investigate the penetration of hot protons from the ADC/ADA F into the cool 
disk,, i.e. "proton/ion illumination". The hot protons are stopped very efficiently in 
thee cold disk due to Coulomb interactions with the ambient electrons. 

Protonn illumination is not only restricted to accretion disks. It was applied very 
earlyy in X-ray astronomy in the context of heating a neutron star surface by radially 
infallingg ions (Zel'dovich & Shakura 1969; Alme & Wilson 1973; Turolla et al. 1994). 
Recentlyy Deufel et al. (2001b)*  revisited proton illumination of a neutron star. 

Thee importance of proton illumination for accretion disks was suggested by 
Spruitt (1997) and Spruit &c Haardt (2000). A more detailed approach using a Monte 

*Thee bibliographic reference corresponds to chapter 5 of this thesis. 
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3.23.2 A cool disk extending inside an ion supported Bow 

Carloo method for the Comptonization followed by Deufel & Spruit (2000)+ [hence-
forcee paper I] . For the present work we improved the treatment of the radiative 
processess by solving the radiative transfer equation including thermal emission due 
too bremsstrahlung. Pair production is also taken into account. We further allow for 
energyy redistribution due to thermal conduction within the disk. The interaction be-
tweenn the impinging protons and the accretion disk is computed time dependently in 
aa one-dimensional, plane-parallel approximation. The density distribution is found 
fromfrom hydrostatic equilibrium including the force exerted by the decelerating protons. 

Thee cool disk acts as an effective thermalizer for energetic (Comptonized) pho-
tonss as long as its optical depth is large enough. At lower optical depth, such as 
occurss near the inner edge of the disk, photon production is less efficient. Therefore 
wee expect different solutions for disks of low optical depth. This is borne out by the 
resultss reported in Section 3.5. 

3.22 A coo l dis k extendin g insid e an ion supporte d flo w 

3.2.11 Opticall y thic k case 

Mostt of the physics of the interaction between the hot supported flow and the un-
derlyingg cool disk is rather independent of the structure of the cool disk, since it 
actss mainly as a thermalizing surface. Its thickness, however, is important as this 
determiness the acceleration of gravity on which the electron density depends. Pro-
cessess such as photon production by bremsstrahlung depend on the electron density 
explicitly.. To obtain an estimate for the thickness of the cool disk, the amount of 
energyy released in the cool disk must be specified. For a reference, we adopt an 
a-diskk prescription as described in Svensson and Zdziarski (1994). In this model, a 
fixedd fraction ƒ of the gravitational energy release takes place above the disk, and a 
fractionfraction 1 — ƒ in the cool disk. For details we refer also to paper I. 

Inn order to simplify our treatment we assume that the vertical disk structure can 
bee approximated at a given radius by a plane-parallel, one-dimensional geometry, 
soo that the vertical z-coordinate is the only dimension relevant to our problem. We 
findfind the vertical density distribution from the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, 

f-Sfcc + gM. 
wheree QK = (TJJT) is t n e local Kepler angular velocity and Kes = 0.40 cm2g- 1 

iss the electron scattering opacity. The first term on the right represents the usual 
weightt of the disk; the second term takes into account the momentum exerted by the 
decelerationn of the incident protons as a function of optical depth. We can evaluate 
thee force dPp/dr by recording the change of velocity Avp of the incoming protons 

^Thee bibliographic reference corresponds to chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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33 X-ray spectra from accretion disks illuminated by protons 

ass a function of optical depth (see Sect. 3.3.1). The contribution of the radiative 
pressuree is neglected as we study cases well below the Eddington luminosity. 

Togetherr with the equation for the vertical coordinate z, 

dz_dz_ _ -k T[T) 

drdr ft mp K P(T) ' ^ ' ' 

wee integrate Eq. (3.1) via a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. We set /i = \ for the 
idealizedd case of an ionized hydrogen atmosphere. 

Thee initial value for the pressure at the top of the layer is set to a small fraction 
off  the coronal pressure, PtoP{r  = 0) = 10"2np kTvir. The geometrical height ztop of 
thiss upper boundary layer is not known in advance. We solve the pressure profile by 
startingg with an initial guess for the height of the disk above the mid-plane, ztop- We 
integratee Eq. (3.1) to the maximum optical depth of our model atmosphere Tbot at 
thee vertical height z\>ot. Usually we set r ^ t = 3. At this Thomson optical depth the 
protonss have already lost more than 0.99 of their energy. At Tbot pressure balance 
betweenn the simulated layer and the underlying cool disk requires P(rbot) = ^^bot)-
Wee iterate until we find the right value for which the pressure condition at Zbot is 
fulfilled.. Thus we have matched the simulated layer to the underlying cool disk. The 
temperaturee of the cool disk and the pressure at the mid-plane are determined as in 
paperr I. 

3.2.22 Moderat e optica l dept h 

Nearr the inner edge of a cool Shakura-Sunyaev disk at the radial distance R\ from 
thee compact object, the surface density drops to low values. In the limi t H/R <C 1, 
thee surface density varies as [1 - (Ri/R)1/2]. Therefore close to the inner edge of 
ann accretion disk, the assumption of a large optical depth is not valid any more. 
AA certain minimum optical depth is necessary, however, for efficient cooling of the 
diskk by soft photons to be possible. Thus, we also investigate cases where the optical 
depthh of the cold material is not very high. 

Thee procedure to calculate the hydrostatic balance of thin disks is almost the 
samee as in the cases of thick disks plus surface layer. But instead of matching the 
simulatedd layer to an underlying cool disk, we demand that the vertical coordinate at 
thee bottom of the simulated layer is at z(Tbot) = 0, the mid-plane of the disk. We are 
interestedd in simulating the complete disk, i.e. from the upper surface to the lower 
surface.. We do this by introducing an artificial "mirror" placed at the mid-plane. 
Al ll  relevant physical quantities of the model are reflected at this mirror. Thus we 
havee to compute one half space only instead of simulating the whole vertical disk 
structure. . 
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3.33.3 Heating and cooling processes of the model 

3.33 Heatin g and coolin g processe s of the mode l 

3.3.11 Proto n illuminatio n of th e accretio n dis k 

Thee method to calculate the electron heating rates due to proton illumination of the 
accretionn disk is described in detail in paper I, here we give a short overview. We 
followw Maxwellian protons, which we place above the cool accretion disk, through 
thee disk atmosphere. For the temperature of the protons in our model we take the 
locall  virial temperature 

mm „ , GMrrir,  156 , . _r ,_ „ . 
Tpp = Tvi r = p « MeV, (3.3) 

wheree G is the gravitational constant, M the mass of the black hole, mp the proton 
mass,, R the radius from the central object and fcs is the Boltzmann constant, r 
iss the dimensionless radius, r = R/Rs, where Rs = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild 
radius. . 

Wee compute the energy loss of the protons moving at an angle 6 with respect 
too the vertical, per unit of vertical Thomson depth. According to the theory derived 
byy Spitzer (1962), 

É2-É2- = - — ***  In A [#r ) - *V>'(x)] . (3.4) 
dT>rr <?T mev£ cos 0 

Heree In A = ln[(3/2e3)(fc|re
3/7rne)

1/2] is the Coulomb logarithm, CTT is the 
Thomsonn cross-section, ip(x) and ^'{x) are the error function and its derivative, 
andd x = (meVp/2kBTe)

1  ̂ is the ratio of the incident proton velocity to the thermal 
velocityy of the electrons. 

Thee energy flux of the incident flux qp is proportional to the density in the 
ADAF,, which depends on its accretion rate and viscosity. Instead of using detailed 
modelss we parameterize these dependences by scaling the energy flux of the incident 
protonss with the local energy dissipation rate in the ADAF. Using the thin-disk 
expressionn for this dissipation rate, we set 

qpqp = fQ(R)=f.¥  ̂ .J(R), (3.5) 

wheree ƒ is a numerical factor of order unity which is not further specified. This 
scalingg of the proton flux is also useful if one has a coronal model in mind instead 
off  an ADAF. The factor ƒ then is interpreted as the fraction of the viscous energy 
releasee that is dissipated in the corona. We have abbreviated J(R) = 1 - {R\fR)lf2. 

Wee follow the protons from the corona numerically through the disk atmosphere 
andd record the energy loss as a function of optical depth TT according to Eq. (3.4). 
Thiss yields the local time dependent heating rate Ap(r). 
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Comparedd to a relativistic expression for the energy transfer between popula-
tionss of relativistic Maxwellian protons and electrons (cf. Stepney & Guilbert 1983) 
thee classical treatment according to Spitzer's theory is accurate to better than 5% 
forr proton temperatures < 100 MeV (Deufel et al. 2001b). Therefore we are confident 
thatt a classical approach wil l yield correct results for virialized protons illuminating 
ann accretion disk. 

Wee have not included the effects of Coulomb scattering of coronal protons with 
diskk protons. These heating rates are almost three orders of magnitude smaller com-
paredd to heating rates from pure proton^electron interactions. 

3.3.22 Radiativ e transfe r 

Wee treat the radiative transfer by solving the radiative transfer equation 

^ ~~ = jff + 3l,v - (a? + <)ƒ„,„  (3.6) 

wheree /M(„  is the intensity as a function of frequency v and photon angle /z = cos(0), 
a&a&  is the bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient, a£ the Compton extinction co-
efficient,, j&  the bremsstrahlung emissivity and j c the Compton emissivity. The 
methodd for solving the radiative transfer equation is described in Deufel et al. 
(2001b).. From the solution of the radiative transfer equation we obtain the radiative 
coolingg rates A racj(r) . 

3.3.33 Pair processe s 

Ass discussed below, the cases of moderate optical depth can become rather hot so 
thatt pair processes have to be included. We consider photon-photon pair production 
(777 — e+e~) as well as pair production due to ee collisions (ee —  eee+e~) in a 
steadyy state, i.e. the pair production rate equals the pair annihilation rate. 

Thee photon-photon pair production rate can be expressed as a quadruple in-
tegrall  over the dimensionless photon energies x\ = hui/mec

2, X2 = hv2/mec
2 and 

photonn angles // i , //2, respectively (cf. Zane et al. 1995): 

RR-r-r-r-r  = TT / dxldx2d l̂d^2 " " ^ y ^ F f r + . g - ), (3.7) 

wheree F(x+,x^) is defined as 

F{x+,x-)F{x+,x-) =  v ' — , (3.8) 
JxJx-- ^(x2

+-x2){x2-x2_) 

withh x\ = xia:2[ l -cos(#i 2) ] / 2 (Stepney & Guilbert 1983). The pair cross-section 
<J{X)<J{X) is (Jauch & Rohrlich 1976) 

o{x)o{x) = \{l-f) m m (3- /?4) logg - ^ )-2P(2-p2) (3.9) ) 
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3.33.3 Heating and cooling processes of the model 

withh P = y/x2 — 1/x. 
Inn our models we have simplified the above integral by replacing the intensities 

byy their corresponding mean-intensities: 7Ml,i/, —+ JVx and I^2fV2 -* <7„2- For any given 
valuee of y = X\X2 we can now evaluate the function G(y) = ƒ F(x+,x-)diiidn2, 
whichh is independent of the radiation field, and which can be tabulated and stored 
beforehand.. The pair production rate now reduces to 

HyyHyy « / G(xiX2)JVlJi>2dxidx2 . (3.10) 

Thuss the quadruple integral is reduced to a double integral, which is much faster to 
evaluate.. An accurate evaluation of this integral can be made by writing dx\dx2 = 
xiX2d\og(y/xïx~2~)d\og(xi/x2),xiX2d\og(y/xïx~2~)d\og(xi/x2), since the function G{x\X2) is independent of xi/#2-

Thee pair production rate due to electron-electron collisions is e.g. given in Svens-
sonn (1982) as 

n jj  = (n+ + n-fcrl Pee{0) (3.11) 

wheree we have introduced 0 = kTc/rrieC2 and 

11 oa 
PPeeee = 2

f^(2\n20f (3.12) 

Heree a f is the fine structure constant. This production rate is only included for 
00 > 0.6. 

Thee pair annihilation rate is also given by Svensson (1982) as 

n™n™ = n+n-cr2eA(e), (3.13) 

where e 

^^ = l + 2 * V l n W + 1.3)' ( 3 M ) 

TJTJ ~ 0.56146. Now we can set up the pair balance equation in the stationary case, 

üy77 + n2crj [{2z + \)2P{9) - z{\ + z)A{0)] = 0. (3.15) 

Wee have used the charge neutrality condition n_ = n+ + n and z = n+/n is the 
ratioo of the pair number density to the proton number density n. Eq. (3.15) is a 
quadraticc equation for the pair fraction z. The positive root of this equation is 

*MM = \ 
_ 1 ++ y M ( g ) c n » r ; + 4 i tr 

nrnreyey/E^A(0)-4P(0) /E^A(0)-4P(0) 
(3.16) ) 

Thee additional electrons from pair production serve as further scattering part-
nerss for the Coulomb collisions and the Compton scattering. Effects due to electron-
positronn bremsstrahlung are not included nor is a treatment of the annihilation line. 
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3.3.44 Energ y balanc e fro m heatin g and coolin g 

Wee begin our computation with an isothermal temperature profile in hydrostatic 
equilibriumm according to Sect. 3.2. The initial temperature throughout the layer is 
7aa (see paper I) for the thick disks and we set Te = 1 keV for disks with moder-
atee optical depths. The solutions do not depend on the initial temperature profile. 
Firstt we calculate the heating rates A+(r) from the Coulomb interactions and the 
coolingg rates A^ j ( r ) due to the radiative processes bremsstrahlung and multiple 
Comptonn scattering. Additionally the energy redistribution due to electron thermal 
conductivityy is included as in Deufel et al. (2001b). The gives a rate A cond(r). 

Thee equilibrium is computed following the time evolution of the layer until a 
balancee between the heating and cooling processes is obtained. In the optically thick 
models,, the time scales for approaching equilibrium turn out to be a sharp function 
off  depth in the model. To deal with this, an adaptive time stepping process is used in 
whichh the time step depends on both time and depth in the model. Stability of this 
processs was obtained by scaling this step with the shortest of the energy exchange 
timee scales associated with the contributing heating and cooling processes. With this 
proceduree the time evolution of the model is not realistic, but the final equilibrium 
obtainedd is. For the cases with moderate optical depth we use a depth-independent 
timee step. In these cases, the time evolution of the model is also realistic. 

Thee total change of enthalpy per time step as function of optical depth can then 
bee expressed by 

AW(T)AW(T) AT(T) 

AtAt = pCpAt = A P ( T ) + A r _ a d ( r) + Xcond{T) ' ( 3 ' 1 7) 

wheree cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. 
Noww the change of temperature as a function of optical depth can be calculated. 

Withh the new temperature profile the hydrostatic structure is updated according to 
Sect.. 3.2. We follow the simulation until the Coulomb heating is balanced by the 
radiativee cooling and energy redistribution due to electron conductivity. The energy 
balancee of all our computations is better than 10%. 

3.44 Result s of th e mode l computation s 

3.4.11 Proto n illuminatio n of coo l disk s in BH and AGN 

Forr the thick disks we use the same model parameters as in paper I, i.e. the accretion 
luminosityy L = O.lLEdd, the viscosity parameter a = 0.1 and the fraction of the 
energyy released in the virialized atmosphere ƒ = 0.95. The mass of the galactic BH 
iss M B H = 8MQ and the mass of the AGN is MAGN = 8 X 1O6M 0. 

Fig.. 3.1 shows the solution at r = 10 for a proton energy flux of Fp = 8.1 x 1021 

ergg c m- 2 s- 1 , Tp = 15.6 MeV. The cool disk is separated by a sharp temperature 
frontt from a hot part with an optical depth of order unity. This step like temperature 
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3.43.4 Results of the model computations 

profilee is much more pronounced compared to the results of paper I. The temperature 
off  the hot part is Te w 60 keV. The hot layer acts as an effective Comptonizing region 
andd a hard spectrum is emitted. The power law index of the BH spectra in EF(E) 
iss s « 0.2. At the soft end of the spectrum there is an excess of soft photos with 
respectt to a blackbody with equivalent energy flux. This excess is due to a "reverse 
photospheree effect", as explained in Deufel et al. (2001b). 

0.011 0.10 1.00 001 0.10 1.00 
opticall depth T optical depth r 

Fig.. 3.1: Overview over a typical solution in the galactic BHC case (from 
topp to bottom and left to right): model spectrum (solid) and blackbody input 
spectrumm (dotted-dashed), heating (solid line) and cooling rates (squares) -
thee dashed line shows the contribution from conductivity alone; temperature 
Te;; pressure P; density ne and geometrical depth z. 

Thee upper right panel of Fig. 3.1 shows the heating and cooling rates. In the 
narroww transition zone (A T « 0 , 1) between the hot top and the cool bottom electron 
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33 X-ray spectra from accretion disks illuminated by protons 

icr22 irr' io  10' to2 0.01 0.10 i .00 
EE [keV] T 

Fig.. 3.2: Dependence of the emergent model spectra and the temperature 
profiless on the distance from a galactic BH with M = 8MQ. The surface tem-
peraturee of the disk increases slightly with distance, whereas the optical depth 
off  the hot part decreases. 

conductivityy is not negligible. Elsewhere conductivity plays no role for the energy 
balance. . 

Thee geometrical depth of the heated layer is ztot ~ 6 x 105 cm. This is small 
comparedd to the distance from the compact object (R = 2.3 x 107 cm). Thus a cool 
diskk with a proton heated skin on top of it can still be considered a "thin" disk. 

Fig.. 3.2 shows the dependence of the emergent spectrum and the temperature 
profilee on the distance from the compact object in the galactic BH case. We obtain a 
resultt comparable to paper I, i.e. with increasing distance the temperature of the hot 
partt increases somewhat, whereas the optical depth of the heated layer decreases. A 
discussionn of these effects can be found in paper I. 

Forr distances R > 50R$ from the galactic BH we could not find heated solutions. 
Withh increasing distance from the central object the proton temperature (oc R'1) 
ass well as the proton energy flux (oc R~3) decrease. In these conditions we find 
solutionss in which the energy supplied by the incident protons is thermalized directly 
byy bremsstrahlung. It is likely that a very thin (r -c 0.01) hot layer still forms in 
thesee conditions, but we are unable to resolve it with the present method. This is 
indicatedd by the existence of thin hot atmosphere solutions at low incident energy 
fluxflux in the case of protons heating a neutron star surface (Zampieri et al. 1995; Deufel 
ett al. 2001b). It probably also occurs in the present case, but since these thin layers 
att large distances from the hole do not contribute much to the overall spectrum, we 
havee not pursued this further. 

Fig.. 3.3 shows the dependence of the emergent spectrum and the temperature 
profilee on the distance from the compact object in the AGN case. We obtain slightly 
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3.53.5 Proton illumination of disks with moderate optical depth 

-= = 

M M 

10"" > 

IQ" ' ' 

10~33 10"2 10" ' 10  10' 102 

EE [keV] 

0.01 1 0.10 0 .00 0 

Fig.. 3.3: Dependence of the emergent model spectra and the temperature 
profiless on the distance from the hole in the AGN case with M = 8 x 106MQ. 
Thee optical depth of the hot part is much smaller than in the galactic BH cases. 

differentt solutions compared to our results in paper I. The optical depth of the heated 
layerr is smaller (T < 0.5), the temperature of the hot part is Te ss 70-90 keV. Again a 
steepp temperature jump separates it from the cool disk underneath. Due to the small 
opticall  depth of the heated layer Comptonization is not as efficient. The index of the 
AGNN spectra in EF(E) is s « 0.6. Our model does not produce heated solutions 
att distances R > 20R$ from the compact object, though heated atmospheres might 
existt at very small optical depths (see note above). 

3.55 Proton il lumination of disks with moderate 
opticall depth 

Thee temporal evolution of an initially cool (Te = 1 keV), thin disk with an optical 
depthh Ti/2 = 1.5 (measured from the surface to the mid-plane) at r = 10 is shown in 
Fig.. 3.5. The energy flux from the virialized protons is Fp = 8.1 x 1021 erg cm- 2 s_ 1. 
Inn the beginning the temperature of the top layers increases due to the impinging 
hott protons, whereas the mid-plane region cools due to bremsstrahlung [stage 0-2, 
Fig.3.5].. As the top layers are heated, the stopping power of the plasma decreases and 
thee protons penetrate deeper into the disk. Eventually hot protons reach the mid-
planee region and proton heating overcomes bremsstrahlung cooling even there [3]. At 
thiss stage no effective cooling mechanism is present and the temperature continues 
too rise everywhere in the disk [4-5]. At temperatures kT > 200 keV pair production 
becomess more and more important. The extra electrons serve as additional scattering 
partnerss for the Coulomb collisions with the protons and the photons of the radiation 
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33 X-ray spectra from accretion disks illuminated by protons 

logg E [keV] optical depth T 
00 i 2 3 0.01 0.10 1.00 
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Fig.. 3.4: Upper left panel: emergent model spectrum; upper right panel: heat-
ingg rates from proton heating (solid line) and combined radiative cooling rates 
fromm Comptonization, bremsstrahlung and pair processes (squares); lower left 
panel:: electron temperature Te; lower right panel: proton number density (solid 
line)) of the layer and pair number density (dotted-dashed line). 

field.field. Thus pair product ion limit s the maximum attainable temperatures, and the 
diskk adjusts to a new equil ibrium state [6] at a temperatures Te ~ 400 keV. The 
dashedd line in Fig. 3.5 shows the temperature profile after one dynamical time-scale 
att t h at radius, t<\ = 1 / ^K — 3.5 x 10~3s. 

Fig.. 3.4 shows an overview of that solution. The pair number density z at the top 
off  s lab reaches z ss 50% of the proton number density and drops off at the mid-plane 
too 2 w 1%. The spectrum of such a th in proton heated disk peaks at i=s 1000 keV. 
Wee refer to those disks as warm disks . They are still considerably cooler than the 
locall  virial temperature. 

Fig.. 3.6 shows the dependence of the equilibrium temperature profile on the 
init iall  optical depth of the layer and the distance from the central object. Wi t h 
increasingg distance the proton energy flux as well as the proton penetrat ion depth 
decreases.. A cool disk can therefore be transferred into the warm state only within 
aa certain distance from the BH. If the hot protons do not reach the mid-plane 
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3.53.5 Proton illumination of disks with moderate optical depth 
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Fig.. 3.5: Evolution of the temperature profile of a thin, cold disk layer with 
TTee = IkeV exposed to virialized protons at r = 10. The numbers at the lines 
denotee the sequential stages, referred to in the text. The final stage [6] shows 
ann equilibrium at Te « 400 keV. The dashed line shows the temperature profile 
afterr one dynamical time-scale. 
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Fig.. 3.6: Dependence of the equilibrium temperature profile for slim disks 
exposedd to virialized protons at r = 10 (solid line) and r = 15 (dashed line) 
withh different initial optical depths T I / 2 = 2,1.5,1. for r = 10 and TX/2 = 1.5,1 
forr r = 15. 
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33 X-ray spectra from accretion disks illuminated by protons 

anymore,, a cool interior can be maintained which looses its energy very efficiently via 
bremsstrahlung,, as the hot layers above are optically thin. Our model computations 
showw that at r = 15 a thin disk can maintain a cool interior for Ti/2 — 1.5 whereas 
att r = 10 a disk with Ti/2 = 1.5 switches into the warm state. 

Thee temperature of the warm state also depends on both the distance and the 
overalll  optical depth of the layer. For T1/2 = 1 and r = 10 our model predicts a 
temperaturee of « 1 MeV. At such temperatures our classical proton heating formal-
ismm starts deviating from the correct relativistic expression. The classical treatment 
underestimatess the proton-electron heating rates at high temperatures (Deufel et al. 
2001b).. This could even cause higher temperatures in the warm disks. 

3.66 Discussio n and Conclusio n 

Wee have investigated a model for the production of a hard spectral component 
(hu(hu » IkeV) from a cool disk around a compact object. The model assumes that a 
standardd cool accretion disk is surrounded by a hot atmosphere. This atmosphere can 
eitherr be due to an ion supported accretion flow (ADAF) which partially overlaps in 
radiall  extent with the cool disk or to a hot corona which is e.g. magnetically heated 
(e.g.. di Matteo et al. 1999). For the actual calculations presented here, we have used 
parameterss representative for ADAFs. Fast protons from this atmosphere interact 
withh the cool disk material and produce a warm (~ 80 keV) surface layer, where 
softt photons from the cool disk are Comptonized. We have considered two cases in 
detail:: a disk around an 8M© black hole (galactic BHC case), and an AGN case with 
ann 8 • 1O6M0 black hole. 

Wee find that the response of the cool disk to proton illumination depends on 
itss optical thickness. At sufficient thickness (r > 1.5) the cool disk is able to effec
tivelyy reprocess incoming energy flux into soft photons. Here, a two-layer structure 
develops,, consisting of a warm surface layer of depth r ~ 1 on top of a cool disk. At 
lowerr total optical depth, the soft photon emissivity is insufficient to cool the disk 
andd the disk heats up, by the proton energy flux, to an approximately isothermal 
layerr of intermediate (a few 100 keV) temperatures. We call these cases warm disks: 
theirr temperature is higher than an accretion disk radiating as a black-body, but 
stilll much lower than the virial temperature. 

Inn the optically thick case, the energy balance between the warm surface layer 
andd the cool disk is like that in the Haardt-Maraschi (1991, 1993) model of a corona 
overr a cool disk. For geometrical reasons about half of the Comptonized photons is 
reprocessedd by the cool disk, the other escapes. The Compton y—parameter adjusts 
suchh that the amplification factor matches this requirement. This balance regulates 
thee temperature of the layer, while its optical depth is determined by the penetration 
depthh of the protons. The balance is strongly self-regulating: the temperature and 
opticall depth of the warm layer depend little (within limits) on temperature and 
energyy flux of the incident protons, so that also the shape of the emergent X-ray 
spectrumm varies little (see Haardt and Maraschi 1993, and paper I for a more detailed 
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discussion). . 
Wee find that the existence of these proton-heated surface layers is limited to the 

innermostt regions r < 50 of the disk. At larger distances from the hole, the optical 
depthh of the warm layer drops rapidly, and its contribution to the spectrum becomes 
small. . 

Forr our BHC case the temperature and optical depth of the warm layer are in 
thee right range to produce spectra with the main features of black hole binaries in 
theirr hard states. In the AGN case, the Comptonization is less strong, and the hard 
spectrall component somewhat steeper (photon index around 2.6) than in the BHC 
casee (index around 2.2). In both the BHC and AGN cases the spectra cut off around 
1000 keV. The maximum distance from the hole where a significant warm layer is 
formedd is somewhat smaller in the AGN case {Rmax/Rs » 20) than in the BHC case 
(Rmax/Rs(Rmax/Rs &  50)- This is due to the lower energy flux per unit of surface area, and 
thee reduced penetration depths in the cooler AGN disks (see also Deufel et al. 2001). 

Nearr the inner edge of a cool accretion disk (at the distance Ri from the hole), its 
opticall depth becomes small (in the thin disk limit, it varies by the well known factor 
ƒƒ = [1 — (R\/R)lf2\). Though the optical depth of a cool accretion disk is generally 
substantiall at the accretion rates inferred for BHC and AGN, there is always a 
regionn of low optical depth near the inner edge. This is also where the disk would be 
exposedd to the largest proton energy flux from an ADAF or corona. At optical depths 
Ti/22 ;$ 1-5 we find that an initially cool disk heats up to a new equilibriumm with nearly 
uniformm temperatures of a few 100 keV (Fig. 5). The transition takes place in a time 
off the order of the dynamical time scale 1/H. Initially, the protons are stopped in 
thee cool layers before reaching the midplane. Due to the thermal expansion of the 
plasmaa the electron densities drop, and as a consequence the proton heating finally 
overcomess the cooling by bremsstrahlung (~ rig). A new equilibrium is found when 
pairr production sets in. The pairs add to the optical depth of the layer and increase 
thee radiative loss of the plasma (by Comptonization) until it matches the input by 
protonn heating. 

Ourr solutions are local equilibria for conditions at a given distance from the 
hole.. In disks in which the optical depth is low (< 1) near the inner edge but at least 
aa few at larger distance, proton heating would produce our warm disk structure of 
approximatelyy uniform temperature in a (possibly narrow) zone near the inner edge. 
Furtherr out it would instead produce a warm surface layer overlying the cool disk. 
Bothh regions would contribute to the overall X-ray spectrum. 

Sincee the energy flux by proton heating is highest near the inner edge, the 
warmm disk component at that location could contribute significantly to the overall 
spectrumm even if its radial extent is limited. In our solutions, it would add a very 
flatflat component (photon index around 1, up to about lMeV, Fig. 4), so the overall 
spectrall index could be significantly less than 2, as observed in some of the hardest 
spectra.. The warm surface layers over the cool disk do not have such flat spectra 
(Fig.. 2), and alone can not explain the hardest observed spectra (with indices around 
1.5).. The combination has the potential to explain the entire range of observed hard 
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spectra,, but for a quantitative result the radial structure of a proton-illuminated 
diskk needs to be treated in more detail. 

Inn this context we note that our warm disk solutions ignore a potentially im
portantt cooling mechanism, namely Compton cooling by soft photons from a cool 
disk.. Though there are no cool regions internally in the warm disk, the nearby cool 
diskk at larger radii produces a soft photon flux. A fraction of this flux could travel 
radially,, illuminating the warm disk region. The flux of such soft photons is probably 
small,, since the disk is thin at all radii and the radial optical depths therefore large. 
Forr quantitative assessment a two-dimensional radiative transfer model has to be 
developed,, which is outside the scope of the present treatment. 

Thee warm disk solution has a combination of temperature and optical depth 
justt in the region where a normal, internally heated disk cannot exist. In such disks, 
thee (T, r ) combination characterizing our warm disks would lie on the SLE (Shapiro-
Lightman-Eardley)) branch of accretion flows, which is thermal/viscously unstable. 
Thee combination is quite stable in our warm disk solution precisely because it is 
nott heated internally but externally by the incident protons. In this context it is 
interestingg that model fits of low/hard states in terms of stationary ADAF models 
sometimess yield parameter combinations on the unstable SLE branch (for example 
inn XTE 1118 +480 as analyzed by Frontera et al. 2001, in preparation). We interpret 
thiss as a strong indication for the existence of our warm disk solutions. 

Thee physics of the warm disk solutions presented here has further interesting 
consequences.. In anticipation of results to be given in more detail in a future paper, 
wee note here that at the temperatures and densities in our warm disks, the time 
scalee for establishing thermal equilibrium between the electrons and the protons in 
thee disk (not the illuminating protons) is not short compared to the dynamical time 
scalee any more. Any mechanism which now provides energy to the disk protons faster 
thann they can exchange energy with the disk electrons would give rise to a heating 
off the disk protons and, depending on the temperature and density dependence of 
suchh a process, might lead to runaway heating of the protons. Two energy channels 
immediatelyy come to mind: proton-proton interactions, i.e. heating of the disk pro
tonss by the penetrating external protons, and internal viscous heating according to 
standardd disk theory. We have neglected these here, as their energetic contribution 
iss negligible in our model (the main energy channel is from the incident protons 
too the radiation field, via the disk electrons). If such an instability exists, it might 
heatt the disk protons sufficiently for the disk to expand and feed its mass into the 
surroundingg ADAF. 
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